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"I tell you, we are here on Earth to fart around, 
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AUTHOR’S NOTE 
 

Just so there’s no confusion: 
I go by “Vincent St. Clare,” or “V. St. Clare.” (Because sometimes the first one feels kind 

of wordy.) In the past I’ve used several different pen names when publishing individual poems 
and such. Former pen names include “Vincent St. Percival,” “Vincent von Strauss” and “A. 
Yugen.” (Yes, I’m indecisive.) At times I go by the poetic moniker “Empty Sky” (hence ‘E. S.’). 
To clear up any confusion, visit my website at THEGRANDTANGENT.COM. It also serves as a 
blog, which you may or may not find interesting. I certainly hope you do—if you choose to visit, 
that is. 

Secondly: 
Most of these stories are very stupid. Don’t read this little book expecting Hemingway or 

Yeats or Joyce. This collection is NOT my magnum opus, by a long stretch. This is just a small 
handful of insipid tales I wrote at various times. One or two may or may not have some 
underlying motif or message—that’s up to you to determine. Even if there are some sort of 
profound morals to be had from these stories, they may very well be redundant or cliché.  

So, these stories could, quite clearly, be shit. Perhaps not. You be the judge. 
Finally: 
The story “John Goes to Heaven” has been slightly edited from a previous version. 
Enjoy. 
 

— V. St. C.   



One With 
(A Metaphysical Satire) 1 

 

. . . 
 

It was a Saturday. Two o’clock in the afternoon. The sun hung high in the firmament, the 
clouds beneath it casting a long shadow which trailed a car on its pilgrimage down a beaten path. 

George Herbert Wendell, Jr., at the tender age of fifty-two, had been driving for an hour 
before he parked his 1988 Camaro along this roadway at the edge of town, dust spewing from 
beneath the tires as they screeched to a dead halt. George heaved himself from his vehicle, 
re-entering the vacuum, looking sharp for benign indifference. He wore his perfectly ironed 
paisley tie and navy blue slacks, a well-worn and proper-looking—albeit 
form-fitting—button-down, argyle socks, and of course his favorite patent leather Allen 
Edmonds. For all his unconcern, George wouldn’t do without his Allen Edmonds. 

From the trail he shuffled toward the edge of a three-hundred foot drop—less than a 
hundred yards away—an outcrop that the locals referred to as “Kaiser’s Cliff”. He was fond of 
the name, but didn’t understand the connection it bore (he assumed) to the former class of 
German monarchs. He never thought to ask why it was that way. Coincidental or otherwise, it 
wouldn’t have mattered much anyway. 
 Having stolen deeply into his own, private Limbo—of a sort—George stood at the 
precipice and leisurely kicked clods of dirt off the ledge, peering down into oblivion below as the 
dust disintegrated into the deep ravine. He ruminated on the loss of detail the rock face had 
sustained due to various natural processes, likening this slow annihilation to the lines and 
dimples that had come to mar his own features over the last several decades. Standing there, 
alone as ever, he chuckled at the thought, then quickly regained a more serious composure. The 
tiny smile was forced back as he straightened his tie, brushed off his trousers, and let out a little 
cough. He had ruminated appropriately, he thought, thinking of thinking. And thinking this he 
looked up to the endlessness of space above. This was neither uncomfortable nor particularly 
relieving. 
 Apprehending infinity, then, George again turned his gaze downwards, staring long into 
the abyss. He reminded himself of sensual incarceration, of the years, strange and protracted as 
they were, that stretched out along the meridian of eternity, undulating over the surface of the 
world like the striations of scar tissue that snaked over his waist. He reminded himself of life, his 
life—the only one he could ever live. He reminded himself of the moments and hours and days, 
and how suddenly time had passed him by, with neither trace nor warning.  

How long had it been, for instance, since George had seen his own penis? … Hidden 
beneath the cellulitic, beer-fed hillock that was his abdomen, distended and bloated and 
occasionally pulsating, he thought of his meager meat and the light from which it had been 
veiled. Without the warm, comforting dark of any sort of fuck, or at the very least one that 
qualified as being worthy of the title, without a true home, it had only known the cold, quiet 
shadow that had nested in his loins, in the clammy prison of his Tommy Hilfigers, or his Hanes, 
or his dollar-store knockoffs, and beyond that fresh pairs of unremarkable khaki slacks that had 
borne it to and fro from the box in which he worked, a box boxed into a box, to the twelfth floor 



elevator—itself a box, indifferent, innominate—and beyond this the cramped old Camaro box 
that smelled of whisky farts and bacon and onions and Wendy’s burgers, and the box that was his 
raised ranch off a double yellow-line road near the heart of downtown Box, New Jersey.  

This box was deemed “his” box after securing for it a seventy-thousand dollar loan at 
twenty and two-thirds percent plus a down payment of fifty-two thousand, the result of which 
was that he became tethered to an unfeasible mortgage that sent him and, perhaps more 
interestingly, his penis, straight into the heart of darkness, the cold blind ambient twilight that 
hung about either one of his two opalescent bathrooms and beneath the silence of uncomfortable 
comforters that weighed down on the little soldier like the cast iron grave slab of his wife’s 
likewise distended gut.  

Crushed by the monstrosity, he really took it like a hero, bounding toward the front 
line—really little more than a wrinkle—and parting a six foot bronze wall spraying flesh bullets 
and flanked by razor wire labia minora, perused by a cervical sentry armed akimbo with 
fifty-caliber semis that shot clots of blood at the speed of sound. 

So George never went soft, and all told he was proud of this small accomplishment, but 
in spite of this he never came, so even when the chips were down he didn’t bring anything home 
anyway. Not that this meant much to begin with: His penis, which in more intuitive moments 
such as this he found to be a near perfect metaphor for his own life and livelihood, or for the 
macrocosm, which was his own persona and being—this hung, lamely, in a wet but peaceful 
Limbo and twilight, the valley of death, a purgatory between the bulging rolls of subcutaneous 
fat that frequent visits to the local Cantonese buffet had left hanging off his thighs. Perhaps more 
importantly, these self-invitations to the third circle had, as with so many other routines, done 
nothing but to diminish his ability to see beyond the possibilities offered by his wife’s box, his 
fully mobile fart box, his box-like abdomen…  his box within a box that had been ever as boxed 
in as he had never felt riding the twelfth floor box down, through the box-like viscera of the 
vertical box in which he toiled silently day to day, from one box to another, all of this forming 
the boxed vantage from which he had and would continue to live and breathe and be Box, New 
Jersey. 
 Now it would be wrong to assume that George Herbert Wendell, Jr., at the very modest 
young age of fifty-two, despised his state of life. Despite the circumstances—however menial 
and awful—which many of us would rightly assume could wear thin a man’s soul after thirty 
some odd years, George felt himself just as right as rain and as ever. Yes, there was a natural 
poignancy to living in this way, as it was certainly less than ideal; there was a bitter-sweetness in 
knowing what dreams may have come didn’t and wouldn’t and that regardless of this there was 
food on the table and one had clean clothes and a roof over one’s head. He didn’t mind all the 
boxes, being boxed in, feeling cramped in a universe of closed corners and beneath a woman of 
gargantuan proportions. He couldn’t fret over the stretch marks or his otherwise unwholesome 
habits. Well, this was all chagrining in a superficial way, but just that, you see. On a deeper 
level, a tier of being in which George dwelt, away from the world, easily alone, unspoken, he just 
couldn’t complain… though to be certain there was no jubilation, either. No ecstasy, no real pain 
whichever. Nothing came of it either way. George lived with the hand he had been dealt. To him, 
these aggravations were just that, and the real meat of the matter lay in incommunicable 
dimensions within and without immediacy, in the infinity he perceived in every fine detail of the 
world. George pondered these in the ways he felt he had been “taught”—rather learned from 
brief experiences and shallow but somehow piercing memories and past impressions that in the 



long run sputtered out in the mind, but remained just as well, coincidental or otherwise. 
 Namely, these were uneventfully bland but—perhaps paradoxically—meaningful 
spiritual endeavors taken in stride and taken at various times in the mid-nineties. George’s shy 
approaches to the mystical and esoteric resulted in little lessons that served to provide only more 
questions to savor, and then eventually nothing to go off of. Standing there, close to the edge of 
Kaiser Cliff, on the outskirts of bumfuck nowhere, NJ, George disfigured his favorite patent 
leather shoes, those poor shoes, with dust and gravel, staining the embossed, polished black 
leather with a dark residue. Deeply and yet not at all in tune with the Mystery, George remained 
unconcerned over this matter. Instead, he recalled the aforementioned encounters with 
Namelessness as he scratched his ass and coughed a little more: 
 In his heyday, George had found himself at various times in the presence of Hindu holy 
men and Zen Buddhist priests, as well as in the company of psychonautical ethnobotanists, 
doctors of philosophy and spiritual aficionados of all kinds. He felt that it was proper for an 
otherwise sheltered boy from Ohio to come into contact with those subjective planes beyond the 
mundane scope of the “unenlightened” mind. He didn’t really relish any of this—he just did it 
because, in the way he did everything, he was going through the motions. There was only an 
apparent and affecting ecstasy at the peak of an eight hour meditation, his buttocks carefully 
plastered to a black buckwheat cushion. His gesticulation was but momentary and 
inconsequential—or at least so he thought—when imitating a Sufi whirler in the torrential rains 
that often doused his dormitory at UConn. Dimethyltryptamine—the little-known eucharist of 
Deadheads and white twenty-somethings with dreadlocks—at first seemed to provide him with a 
hallucination to end all others, a spectacular finale to the lysergic voyages he had taken into the 
extra-worldly terra incognita that, as he imagined then, represented an eerily cubical place 
dislocated from otherwise “unawakened” brain states.  

On that note, the siddha—that is, a Hindu holy man—seated placidly atop his tall 
cushion, his forehead dotted with ochre, once stared him down, looking George straight into his 
uninitiated eyes, saying to him, “George, my disciple, my beloved, you must become one with 
the supreme self! With our Great Lord! You are one with the supreme self! You are one with 
your master! Om shanti shanti… Hara rama lama yama...” Yada yada… Anyway, George left the 
crowd of dancing Krishnas smelling of patchouli and Nag Champa and turmeric and colored 
orange for a week. 

In a similar vein, the bald Japanese priest, of the muted Zen habit, had told him that he 
had to become one with “no-self” and that, in the end, self and no-self were one with each other. 
This seemed to be one of the primary notions of the Buddhist faith, though George thought it 
made little sense and was probably something too vague and poetic to base an entire religion off 
of. 

“Just don’t think about it too much,” said the priest. 
What profundity! George had to quietly contemplate this enigma day to day as he made 

his rounds about and rang a temple bell at the Japanese shrine—once a hot dog factory—enrobed 
in black and still scratching his unattainable itches (this time just at the small of his back) that 
seemed as unattainable as enlightenment itself, ducking behind wash basins and Oriental bas 
reliefs in order to assuage the desires he was attempting to dissolve altogether. If only there was 
no self to perceive embarrassing contractions of poison oak, no self to know the kind of 
difficulties that followed one on Buddhist retreats attended with a bad stomach bug (he called it 
“the trots”), no self to be so concerned with itself having no self that self didn’t know. 



 It was another occasion entirely—although tangentially related—when, donning an 
ornate robe in the damp basement of a then-recent acquaintance’s backwoods foreclosure, the 
master of a secluded occult ceremony (wearing a goat’s skull, but backwards) instructed George, 
saying, “George, now that you have been initiated into the secret doctrine of the nature of the 
soul, you may perform the sacred rite to become one with the most high God.” This was all well 
and good. Just swell, thought George. He would return to the world a new man for certain. There 
was no doubt about the relief all of this time-consuming spiritual exercise provided. There would 
be no self to know no self that self didn’t, woulda-coulda-should’ve not known not.  

Coincidental or otherwise… 
 In the end things had come full swing in ways the little man never cared to expect: 
George, you see, was named after his curmudgeonly father, took his middle name from his 
alcoholic godfather, and his surname from the Swiss of his father’s fathers; however, in his 
mediocre adventures into the inexplicable, George had been granted a thousand or so styles by 
which he was known and knighted, titled and honored, blessed with and bestowed. He at once 
could call himself something Japanese, pull a Hopi tribal designation out from under an antique 
headdress—now gathering dust in the foyer at home—introduce himself as magister and 
bhagavan and rōshi. He was known in various circles as guru, magister templi, lama, “father”, 
“your holiness”, “monsignor”, as a simultaneous rabbi and minister, a shaman and hierophant, a 
medicine man, sangoma, a hoodooist and voodooist, a therapist, an intergalactic voyager, a saint, 
a life coach, a yogi, a prophet and doomsayer, a medium, a magician, both a witch and an 
exorcist, and sometimes just “a pretty cool guy”. His identity had been thinned out by so many 
fleeting acquaintances, so many ordeals of orders and cabals, so many unutterable encounters 
that, to cap it all off, it seemed just one in the same by the end of the day. 

And so George eventually settled. He came down after the peak. He tuckered down, 
threw that apophasis to the wayside, names and all. He opened his eyes. The problem—if you 
could call it that, since he couldn’t—the circumstance was twofold: 

One was that, while George may have very well become “enlightened”, or achieved 
whatever absolute end was in store, he still felt the underlying, instinctual need to go on living 
his life; this of course brought with it the assumedly reassuring baggage of the Eastern adage 
“before enlightenment, chop wood and carry water; after enlightenment, chop wood and carry 
water”. He thought he’d sized up the implication of this after attending a PowerPoint lecture at 
his local New Age powwow, where he sat eating gluten free vegan cupcakes and tried to process 
the 84-bit barrage of Nirvana. So at least he thought. 

The second was that, as I’ve said, he simply went through the motions. His life and a 
casual search for conviction had given way to cognitive dissonance, and then to nothing new. 
George bought the ticket, took the ride, got off, and had stood there ever since. Ergo, he married 
his Puerto Rican wife, settled on mortgaging his raised ranch box in Box, New Jersey, stayed in 
tune with and yet, at the same time, skirted the Mystery, worked over and over and nine to five 
and overtime on the twelfth floor of his high vertical box, overlooking a box that was encased, 
like his aging penis, like his seemingly endless body, in a dim Limbo twilight, the unending 
uncertainty of the undeniably unknowable box within an ever-expanding box that he couldn’t be 
certain was a box, or was unending, or was uncertain, or was. If he was honest, he didn’t even 
really know if he was, or what he was, or wasn’t, or if he was just a box pretending to be a man 
all this time. A big bland regular round man who got the message, hung up the phone, and then 
left himself to wait for nothing in particular. 



He wasn’t sure what any of this had to do with his wife, or his penis, the Chinese buffet, 
or the grayscale regularity of his life, or the (for lack of a better term) Pyrrhonian (he had 
remembered the phrase from sophomore Philosophy 237—“Problems in Epistemology”) 
unknowing of his unbeing or being or knowing of his being or whatever whenever whichever 
and for what reason? He couldn’t tell you what had brought him so close to the ledge here on 
Kaiser Cliff, his old Chevy parked back on the outskirts of town. This circumstance seemed to 
precede, rather than provide for, the moment of truth. (Were there such a thing.) Maybe it was all 
just connected on an intimate level. Who knew? Not George. He made it his business not to 
know anything, at least definitively. 
 For a moment, after he coughed, once he straightened his necktie and brushed off his 
button-down, George Herbert Wendell, at the tender age of fifty-two, examined himself there, in 
the ravine. He knew—although knowing wasn’t really a possibility, as I’ve said, after this point 
and all the reflection and conjecture—he “knew” the final trip was the one that proceeded forth, 
diluted from conscious immediacy. (But what was it, really?) Better than sex, the best sex, not 
better, not qualitatively definable, beyond but before the furthest planes navigable under the 
influence of the strongest, most exotic mind-fucks, between the lines and the thighs, beneath the 
cast iron bellies and in the tainted taint depths of ironed work khakis and off-white briefs, into 
the raunchy, raw abyss, through the hellfire and the forthright Limbo of the supreme being, or 
enlightenment, of Nirvana, of the Absolute, of unknowing, or pure, incommunicable Nameless 
experience and Mystery and majesty, within the infinitesimal depths of the Platonic nomadic 
monad, further than the core of metaphysical injunction, the distilled ground of being, the 
alchemical masterwork and theory of everything, unnamable, untouchable, incomprehensible, 
George imagined, for a single instance, that in death he might encounter it. 

Now it would be quite wrong to assume that George despised his state or station in life. It 
would be wrong to assume that he desired oblivion simply to nullify pain or frustration. His 
sudden epiphany, his instantaneous “ah-hah!” death-wish came not from a overburdening desire 
to relieve himself of suffering or a cyclical existence—or so he thought, though he thought many 
things, and not much worth a damn—not really desire at all, since he had made it a priority (in 
the Buddhist and, to a lesser extent, Taoist fashion, he believed) to do things without attaching 
himself to the necessity for them… His sudden urge was one that he equated with transcendental 
curiosity… with a personal and yet universal voyage into the true shadow, the infinite 
macro-microcosmic oblivion of boxes within boxes, in which he, George Herbert 
Wendell—indifferently stultified by his own lingering scent, the fond and familiar smell of 
whisky and onions and bacon and Wendy’s burgers coalescing in the air and engraving itself into 
the stone, an incense that glorified mankind’s conundrum in the face of the apparent—he, 
George Herbert Wendell, would be a monomyth, a spiritual champion, one with the majesty and 
the Mystery and the power and the glory, not only for himself… no, not for his self or a self at 
all, but for all the world and for its indiscernible benefit. 

So looking up into the timid sky above, and the dark trench below, our hero coughed, 
straightened his tie, brushed off his perfectly ironed button-down, and put on a poker face if there 
ever was one. He felt this was just about the right time, as he was getting itchy and felt the gas 
setting in, and his wife was back home now, and he had a board meeting tomorrow. He sighed 
and puckered, his gut sticking out over the ledge, as he put his right foot right out into the air. 

It felt like eternity there, in that soft, incandescent moment. But before he could even bat 
an eye at the beauty and confusion that this strange world had cajoled him with, George H. 



Wendell’s right shoe, one of his favorite Allen Edmonds, dropped from his chubby foot off of 
Kaiser Cliff. For a split second everything he had ever heard or done in pursuit of the ineffable 
came surging back. He felt his soul foam at the mouth. That shoe had undoubtedly carried with it 
the odor only produced by a concrete human body, perfuming the universe with dust and sweat 
and time and bullshit as it all came cascading down, far down into the blank, dank bottom of the 
ravine. George stood there with one foot in the door to non-entity and watched it drop, 
disappearing into what? He didn’t know, or so he thought. It was all one with and amid the 
ground now.  

That much may have been clear. And maybe that was good enough. Just maybe. 
Without another imperative, George pulled his right foot, and with it a yellow-banded 

argyle sock, back to the land. With an unwavering heart and the whole world finally at peace, he 
shuffled and limped over to his old Camaro. And just before George lugged himself into the car, 
he looked back over the edge of the cliff, into the vague horizon. No one knows if he ever saw 
his dick, or achieved enlightenment, or settled his mortgage. No one knows what he saw on the 
edge of the world that evening—just that before driving off, he let out a big smile. 

 But of course, this was neither uncomfortable nor particularly relieving. Coincidental or 
otherwise, it wouldn’t have mattered much anyway. 

 
~ 
 

“... they either die of boredom… or shoot themselves out of curiosity…” 

— Søren Kierkegaard 

  



Acceptance  
(At Donato’s) 2 

 

. . . 
 

A storm blows over the filling station. 
I wander up to Donato’s. 
This house is empty, but the door unlocked. 
Outside for a Parliament. Milkweed sprouts in the pool. Empty since the cat drowned. A 

shame to find him that way. But what could be done? 
The storm catches up, gliding over the crest of the hill, eating the sun, licking her fingers 

until all that’s left is black and the ember illuminating what, for now, is real. 
By the tree, where they buried the mouser. Dogwood. Florets of white and pink tinge spill 

out of the hard bark, saturated with chigger-sized watermarks dotting and drooling over the 
trunk. 

A drop lands on the end of my cigarette. The light fails and the grave is wet. I laugh and 
laugh and laugh. 

I am here. I am there, too! 
  



Bugs 3 

 

. . . 
 

Mr. Crawley was very sensitive about his name. He was made fun of for it early on in his 
life. Kids would jeer at him on the playground and say things like, “What’s crawlin’ on 
Crawley?” They’d say asinine things like, “What crawled down his pants!” or “Hey, look, it’s 
crawdad!” These ingenious puns—witticisms only conceivable by small individuals accustomed 
to sucking down their own boogers—left young Al crying on the blacktop, where he thought to 
himself, What dad? 

At the age of two, poor Al had lost his father to consumption. He’d been bitter about it all 
his life, and along with the harassment he’d received for having the wrong name, this tragedy 
helped drive him into an adulthood of relative isolation. 

It certainly didn’t help that he had decided to become an entomologist. Being an 
entomologist with the name “Crawley” was like being a cobbler with the name “Shoemaker.” It 
just made too much sense. He was acutely aware of this, and cringed every time he had to 
introduce himself. 

But he didn’t introduce himself—not very much, anyway. As one might expect, he 
mostly kept to himself, in his home. With his bugs, of course. 

Crickets, centipedes, ants, locusts, beetles, mantises, silverfish… You name it, he had 
it—in a cage or box somewhere. At this point in his life (he was roughly forty) he had amassed a 
huge collection of insects, and due to his friendless state, he spent most of his time with them, 
even taking them as acquaintances of a sort. 

 
It was only recently that the situation had gotten out of hand...  
Problems arose when one particular species, Anobium punctatum, came into contact with 

Crawley’s other large collection. That is, his books. 
Other than bugs, one of the few things that he felt passionate about were books. He’d 

amassed a sizeable group of leatherbound volumes on biology and philosophy, not to mention at 
least several thousand other hardcovers on every topic imaginable—dental health, vegan 
cooking, Arabic, window-dressing, the history of the Mongols, and so forth—and hundreds of 
softcovers, manuals, and manuscripts. Books, magazines, journals, pamphlets, and papers… all 
littered his house, stacked on the floor and tables, piled in corners and spilling out of closets. 
Hell, he woke up each morning to a wall of Balzac novels casting a shadow on his bed. He had 
so many books now that he could scarcely remember what half of them were about. In fact, 
many times he’d just buy one on a whim, not even looking at the cover before taking it home and 
tossing it somewhere. It was all rather absent-minded... 

Anyway, the aforementioned species, though nothing more than a common bookworm, 
posed a problem here. Also problematic was the fact that Mr. Crawley refused to ever dispose of 
his insects. To kill one of his precious specimens was an affront to everything that made sense to 
him. It was because of this that, in the event that he accidentally stepped on one, or neglected to 
feed one, he would call out of work, and spend the day curled up in bed. Thankfully, this had 
only happened twelve times previously. 



In any case, he found it difficult to remove one of the creatures as it burrowed through a 
Random House copy of Gogol’s Dead Souls. 

“No!” cried Crawley, picking, with a pair of tweezers, at a hole in page forty-seven. The 
grub had burrowed its way through the back cover, into the middle of the book. He put his 
tweezers in his pocket and flipped through the pages, looking for the bug. Seeing as it didn’t 
appear, he put the book down and searched the shelf behind him.  

“Nothing,” he mumbled to himself. “How did I lose him?” Crawley turned around, away 
from the wall. He put on his spectacles and crouched down among his papers, tossing them aside 
as he sought out the bookworm. Large crickets—Oecanthus fultoni—chirped in their cages 
overhead. 

Suddenly, a scurrying sound. He got up and darted to the room where the noise was 
coming from. To his horror, mantises—Mantis religiosa—bright green and rigid, were crawling 
all over his kitchen. I must’ve left the cage open when I was feeding them!, he thought to himself, 
now in a panic. Crawley dashed to the cabinet and grabbed an empty burlap bag from the shelf. 
He turned around, knelt down, and desperately tried to scoop up all the insects scurrying around 
his kitchen, quickly but gently, so as not to crush his delicate friends. 

Then, as he was corralling some of the creatures from the window sill, he spotted it: The 
tiny bookworm scooted along the floor, disappearing into the living room. He could swear a 
strange, green light emanated from it. No, no he thought, looking away, and then back to the 
corner. Not bioluminescent. Not one of the glow worms… those are in the cellar. It’s pure 
imagination. That’s all. 

 
Of course, bioluminescence is a trait common to many organisms. It occurs not only in 

animals, but also plants and even some forms of bacteria. It is almost exclusively the result of an 
endogenous chemical reaction involving the oxidation of luciferase—an enzyme—or in other 
cases the compound luciferin. Bioluminescent bacteria, such as A. fischeri, emit light due to the 
inbuilt lux operon, a set of genes necessary for this expression. 

Crawley had written his doctoral dissertation on the subject, or more specifically a 
glowing cockroach: “Transcription and operation of LUX genes for the expression of 
bioluminescence in Lucihormetica lucka.” 

But that’s neither here nor there. 
A bad day… a bad day is all. Too much stuff. Too much bullshit. But why does that 

worm, maybe just a few millimeters in length… why does it glow? Does it glow? How else could 
he have seen it? 

No. Just a stressful day. The mind wanders, you know. Sometimes you’re just prone to an 
overactive imagination. 

 
Crawley, flustered, frustrated, darted into the living room, unknowingly crushing a few of 

his mantises in the process. His shoes were sticky and pasted the floor with insect wings as he 
made his way to the fireplace. Newspapers were crumpled in the unlit hearth, strewn under 
broken tapers and old magazines.  

How does it move so fast? he thought. He had studied grubs of all sorts for over ten years 
now, and knew that, though they were quick relative to their size, the total distance they could 
cover was—maybe—five feet in a minute or so. But this grub in particular seemed to move at 
miraculous speeds. 



Had he, the timid entomologist, come across some bizarre new species or hybrid? He sat 
down on the dusty floor, bag in hand, mulling over this thought. He remembered having bought 
this bookworm from a Petco in Surrey.  

 
The container read “LIZARD FOOD” and the cashier at the checkout line eyed Crawley 

and said to him, “Got an iguana, eh?” 
“No,” said Crawley. “I need these for my collection.” The cashier gave him a strange 

look, shrugged, and handed him his receipt. 
Crawley looked at his purchase, and then the paper. “$13.87”, it read. Then he stared at 

the clerk. 
“Iguana delicatissima,” he blurted out. 
“What?” asked the clerk. 
“Lesser Antillean Iguana,” said Crawley. “They’re quite beautiful…” 
“Yeah,” said the clerk. 
 “Though reptiles are not my speciality,” said Crawley. 
“Great.” 
By the time Crawley got home most of the grubs had died, save this one, now scurrying 

along the floor or walls somewhere. 
 

Wishful thinking, he admitted. He knew a bookworm when he saw one. He knew worms 
in general. All sorts of slimy, writhing creatures made their home in a box full of dirt in his 
closet. He would sometimes dip his hands into the box and pull up nightcrawlers—not actually 
insects, and thus not befitting an entomologist's course of study, but a guilty pleasure, 
nonetheless—as well as centipedes, and grubs, which would slither in his palms.  

He knew few things quite as joyous. 
All this said, the phrase “bookworm” gives a misconception. Bookworms are, in 

actuality, not true, segmented worms—annelids—but, rather, “bookworm” refers to any sort of 
insect whose larvae burrow through books, or at least some kind of paper. These larvae, in the 
case of the infuriating Anobium punctatum, merely represent the juvenile stage of the common 
furniture beetle. And like young humans, the beetle, at this stage in its life, insists on constantly 
eating and shitting. 

 
Mr. Crawley got on his feet now, and walked around the perimeter of the room, running 

his hands along the wall, again searching for the tiny insect. Were his efforts in vain? The worm, 
being so small, was hard to see, especially in the dim evening light, a kind of muted orangish 
light which passed through the windows and splattered on the floor. 

But that strange brightness… that green luster... must’ve been some peripheral illusion, is 
all.  

 No sooner had he thought this than an iridescent glow began to shine from back in the 
study. He was mesmerized by this clear, pale glow, so mesmerized that as he approached it, 
through the kitchen, he once again failed to notice his precious mantises strewn dead on the tiles. 
He came to the entrance of the study, and stood on the threshold. 

The strange, otherworldly light was emanating from the floor—a ghostly, wispy 
luminance cast shadows on the shelves behind it. The light grew brighter and brighter. Crawley 



removed his glasses and shielded his eyes as he approached it. Through the blinding light he 
could make out the silhouette of a tiny creature. 

“What? Why?” he queried out loud. The light grew brighter, and then somehow larger, 
filling the room with a muddled white, concealing everything it touched. Crawley shook his head 
in shock, and fell backwards. Staring at the glowing mist, and the creature within it, he slunk 
backwards, gasping in fright. On his knees he clamored for the kitchen sink, the living room, 
something—anything. Anything to escape the mutating gleam. 

Then, an explosion, somehow. How? That was his first and last thought, before being 
flung, by some invisible force, into a wall, his head penetrating the plasterboard and landing 
against a large pipe. He fell to the floor, his hair drenched in blood, as dust billowed in from all 
around. Grasping his chest, he dizzily made his way onto his knees, and then his feet, and tried to 
put on his glasses, before realizing they were snapped in half.  

He turned his gaze back to the room, full of the ominous fluorescence. Through his 
near-sighted vision he could see it: A mass of tentacles, writhing and twisting in the air, but with 
the face of a grub, now-oversized. Greenish, glittering rays poured out of its swaying maw, 
dripping a grey mucous. 

His eyes widened, and he shivered and shrank before the eldritch horror manifested in 
front of him.  

The bag! he thought, suddenly, and—without a moment’s hesitation—he grabbed his 
burlap sack from the floor, ran at the abomination and sunk it over its head. The beast made a 
horrible, gurgling cry, its otherworldly light gleaming through the torn fabric. Crawley himself 
screamed and darted back into the living room as the glowing mass floated after him. 

He ran up to the fireplace expecting to find a set of fireplace tools. He thought the poker 
in particular would prove a decent sort of defence, and if not that then maybe the tongs. Maybe I 
can pinch it to death, he thought to himself. 

To his dismay, however, there were no such accoutrements. He cursed himself, stamping 
his foot, as he remembered then that he’d left the brass-plated tools upstairs, in a storage closet, 
encased in bubble-wrap, to the left of Monopoly, forty issues of Life magazine, and some 
German tapes from the early eighties. (The contents of which he preferred not to talk about.)  

The monster was closing in. He could hear it approaching. He searched desperately for 
anything, anything with which he could produce a flame. Where’s the goddamn matches!? he 
thought, and then realized it was futile to look for a misplaced book of matchsticks among the 
thousands of papers and tomes stacked everywhere. 

A lighter! he remembered—beneath that book, that blue book. What was it called? Where 
was it? On the chair, he recalled, and ran to the foyer, where a dusty, crimson volume sat on a 
stool. He went to pick it up when he stopped, abruptly. He noticed a few holes, winding from 
cover to cover. The bookworm had been here, he realized—had eaten right through it. 

Panicked, sweating, heaving, though also curious, Crawley, with his shaking hands, 
cracked open the book to the title page. He squinted at the strange text on the frontispiece, 
surrounded by what appeared to be alchemical symbols: 

 
LIBRO DAEMONUM STERCORE—THE UNHOLY BOOK OF DEMONS’ 

DUNG, OF THE BLIND MAGUS MALLEUS, SERVANT OF ANDROMALIUS, GREAT 
EARL OF THE LOW HELLS 

 



“Flying fuck!” he screamed, and dropped the book on the floor, where it almost seemed 
to smoke and writhe, curling over its own pages, stained with bloody ink and blackish 
watermarks depicting shapes and signs that no man should ever see. 

A black Zippo lighter—once his father’s—sat on the stool, beneath where the book had 
been. Crawley grabbed it and ran to the firepit. He swept the tapers out of the way and began to 
bunch up the magazines when he saw the yawning, moaning, slithering bookworm turn the 
corner, into the living room, heading straight for him. 

“No! No! No!” he cried, fumbling with the lighter. The old flint barely produced a spark. 
Meanwhile, bulbous eyes started to protrude from the monster, peeking out of craters in its 
malformed, slippery back. They cried a blue blood onto his floor. 

“My carpet!” he yelled, getting the Zippo to—finally—produce a small flame. The beast 
stood before him now, opening its mandibles and gnashing its fangs. Crawley grabbed a 
magazine from the hearth and lit it as best he could. The old copy of Playboy went up in flames, 
the scantily clad woman on the front disappearing in the blaze. 

For a moment, then, Crawley felt regret in having incinerated the image of the girl in the 
blue latex bikini. His life was largely devoid of romance and, god forbid, sexuality, so those 
perky nipples, that shapely ass, her blue-dyed pubes and—his favorite—a “horsey unibrow” (as 
he once described it to his colleagues) gave him long hours of candle-lit pleasure on cold and 
lonely nights spent sitting in front of his refrigerator. 

Crawley’s moment of regret (however imaginative) was alleviated. and the subsequent 
tinge of arousal ruined, as reality came back to the fore. This is no time for a stiffy, he thought, as 
he looked into the face of the abomination floating toward him. 

“Away! Away now! Get out!” he yelled, batting at the creature with the burning 
magazine. It retreated back to the threshold of the kitchen, where the dead mantises still 
twitched. Crawley used the magazine like some kind of idiot musketeer, or a morbidly obese 
fencer, lunging toward the beast and thrusting the fire at its face. It was then that, for the first 
time, he noticed the mantises. 

Littered twitching and torn apart on his recently-installed quartzite tiles, Crawley’s heart 
sank, and his face turned red, and he clenched his fist, and—for the first time in his life—the 
timid entomologist threw his entire weight into a jaw-shattering punch.  

He gave the bookworm an uppercut, and then a right hook, and then a left hook, blue 
blood spraying everywhere, illuminated by the flames and the sickly light radiating from the 
demon. 

“You killed them!” he screamed. “They were my children!” 
He cracked the monster’s mandible, knocked out one of its pus-filled eyes, bruised one of 

its tentacles, and then sent his foot right into some unknown part of its interdimensional 
anatomy. It fell back, writhing on the floor. 

“Not to mention the fact that I spent fifteen-hundred dollars laying that tile!” he yelled at 
the monster. 

He was glad, for a moment, that he used to watch re-runs of the Klitschko brothers 
towards the end of the day, after he’d come home from grad school, where his class-mates often 
humiliated him. If anything, the half-naked Ukrainian boxers had taught him how to throw a 
good cross, which proved a decent measure of self-defence. 



Crawley wiped sweat from his brow, and then placed his hands on his hips panting and 
shaking his head. Then, he walked over to the foyer. He took the infernal book and tossed it into 
the fire-pit, and, holding the blazing remains of the old Playboy copy up to it, set it alight. 

The Abyssal grimoire, a tome of evil magick, slithered and smoked and produced a 
Stygian scent. The holes in its covers almost seemed to open up and scream as the 
bookworm—or whatever it was—also started to dissolve behind Crawley. He looked back and 
forth, from the book in the hearth to the demon, both contorting in agony, being sent back into 
the yawning Abyss from whence they came. They burnt in bright hues of green, and then blue, 
and purple, and even black. 

The man was mesmerized by the colorful display, though he began to retreat into the 
kitchen when he smelled that fetid stench—dehydrated milk, he thought—rising from both the 
grimoire and its monstrous conjuration. 

Crawley, a timid man who lived a simple life—undesiring of most extraordinary 
things—stood there, still a bit dazed, as the drywall and the insulation in his living room began to 
smolder. He sighed and leaned against his table as the fire, now its usual orange, crept into the 
kitchen and foyer.  

He got up slowly, and then walked back into his study, where silverfish, centipedes, 
millipedes, and moths scurried or fluttered in their pens, humming and buzzing and slithering. 
Leisurely, he took the cages off their hooks and pedestals, one by one wrapping his fingers 
around them. Ants, termites, ladybugs, stink bugs, and butterflies—all were hoisted on his back 
or shoulders or placed between his arms. As the study went up in flames, all the Gogol and 
Balzac novels roasting and curling and charring, Crawley walked up to his door, and then kicked 
it so hard that it nearly fell off its hinges. He walked outside, onto this porch, and then his lawn, 
and then, turning around, he watched the evening sun set over his house, fuming and burning and 
collapsing before the light. 

The butterflies—Plebejus acmon—danced in their cage, caught on a westward wind. 
  



John Goes to Heaven 4 

 

. . . 
 

John made it to the pearly gates with a Marlboro sticking out of his mouth. When he got 
to the top of the escalator he cupped the tip of the cigarette in his hands, lighting it with a paper 
match. He stuffed the pack of Reds—his favorite for the past thirty years—into his breast pocket, 
and approached the golden gate leisurely. He looked up and noticed the curious words Atman is 
Ramen spray-painted along the top. 

Ramen, he thought. It was basically just cardboard all along…  
Saint Peter stood there, in front of the entrance, flipping through the Book of Life, with 

his other hand adjusting his wraparound sunglasses. The Apostle stood thirty feet tall behind a 
podium of gilt marble, wearing a red-trimmed tunic and over it a flowing toga. He wrinkled his 
nose and coughed as the smoke from John’s cigarette wafted up to his face. Peter bent over the 
podium and looked down. 

“Oh. Hello there!” he boomed.  
“Hey. How are ya?” John replied. 
“Yes, welcome! You’ve arrived!” 
“Seems so,” John admitted, taking another drag, mildly annoyed that his question went 

unanswered. 
“What is your name?” asked Peter. 
“John,” said John. 
“Ah, yes, John! We’ve been expecting you, John. Now, let me see…” Peter ran through 

the thousand pages of the book, tracking the name with the end of his forefinger. “Yes, yes… 
John!” he exclaimed. “You’re right here.” 

“Yeah?” asked John. 
“Yes. John. The one and only.” 
“Yeah?” John was perplexed. 
“Yeah.” 
“Really?” 
“Yes.” 
“Well,” said John, “It’s good to be here.”  
The man grinned and scratched his head. He thought it peculiar that an ancient and 

clearly very powerful being, and one so close to the Good Lord, would make the mistake of 
singling him out—the one and only?—especially since his name was probably the most generic 
phrase in the English language. 

“Oh, but, my…” Peter mumbled, visibly worried. 
“What’s the matter?”  
“Well,” said Peter, “Oh. Well, it says here that you died of throat cancer.” 
“It wasn’t too fun.”  
“You smoked for forty-five years.” 
“Yes. It was a real hoot while it lasted.” 
“Curious...” 
“What of it?” asked John. 



“No,” said Peter. “That’s not my point, anyway. But, but John…” he continued, “it says 
here that you didn’t believe in God.” 

“Nope,” replied John. “To be honest, I’m really surprised about all of this.” 
“Well, you were apparently raised in the faith. And, as the Book says, disbelievers are not 

permitted into paradise.” 
John’s expression changed from one of indifference to confusion. His gaze darted until it 

met the cigarette nestled between his fingers, smoldering by his hip. 
 “But I bummed a lot of smokes!” John exclaimed.  
“You did read the Bible, didn’t you?” 
“God,” John continued, ignoring Peter’s question. He scratched his chin, looking off into 

the distance, “must’ve—” 
“Please... do not use the Lord’s name in vain.” Peter interrupted.  
John remembered where he was, and in that context how elementary his mistake had 

been, and so cursed himself under his breath. 
“Yeah,” John said, waving his hand, pretending to be cavalier. “Anyway, I must’ve 

shelled out thousands on those smokes. Must’ve given out a million of ‘em.” 
“Yes. But—” 
“Hey!” John interrupted. “Generosity is a thing, isn’t it? Some of those people were 

dying for a break. End of shift, lunch break, classes out… I was always fuckin’ there! Me.” John 
beat his breast, now visibly upset. 

“Do not use foul language, sir!” cried the Apostle.  
“Foul language? What kind of patsy are you? Doesn’t your God incinerate kids?” 
“These gates are not far from the throne of the Almighty!” Peter said, ignoring the man. 

He pointed backward, at the portal. “Such a disturbance is unwelcome and, indeed, sinful!” Now 
frustrated with the newcomer, Peter removed his wraparound sunglasses to reveal eyes pearly 
white, glowing with a sacred power. He then gestured to a sign behind John, one which the 
mortal had apparently missed after hitting the crest of the elevator, to the left of which it hung 
from some invisible membrane. Scrawled on it, in dry-erase marker, was a list: 

 
THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND: 

 
1. NO SHIRT, NO SHOES, NO PROBLEM. * 
2. COMPLIMENTARY BUMPER STICKER “THIS CAR CLIMBED 

JACOB’S LADDER” FOR AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT DEATHS. 
3. NO SWEARING, EXCEPT AT OPEN MIC NIGHT. ** 

 
* “Come as you are…” Nude deaths/bathtub suicides provided free “Eden-style” 

collector’s loincloth/fancy grape leaf and tree-branch pasties. 
** “Ass” permissible [for obvious reasons]. 
 
John took a final drag from his Marlboro and tossed the butt onto the transparent floor, 

held aloft by a thick layer of supernaturally-charged cirrus clouds. He stomped out the ember and 
kicked it off to the side, then proceeded to pick his nose. 

“Hey. Now, you know I was there!” he went on, waving his finger at the saint. 
“Remember Tommy Canton?” 



“Who?” 
“Oh… you know. He lived uptown. He was a burnout, and a petty thief. Anyway, he 

could never afford smokes. He was always overdue with rent. So he used to take butts from off 
the ashtrays and roll ‘em up in bubblegum paper. I’d say, ‘Tommy, don’t worry about it. I’ve got 
a fresh one right here for you. No more snipes.’ I’d even light it for him.” 

John looked up at Peter now, the both of them silent, the both of them staring into each 
other’s eyes, mortal and blessed dead.  

“... Doesn’t that earn me something?” pleaded John. He balled up his fist and slapped his 
breast again, and he began to cough loudly. 

“I’m afraid to say,” began the Apostle, “that atheism is grave matter here. To be sure, this 
was made plain to you. Did you expect a free ride?” 

“I was busy,” said John. “Busy. Get it? What do I look like? A fuckin’ philosopher? I was 
a mechanic. I worked day in and day out paying for my ex wife. Who knew her habits? ” John 
waved his hand in the air, and continued. “Not to mention little Johnny. I put him through 
school... I mean, I came home with chemical burns on my hands. Grease and turpentine and all 
that. I’d go home, I’d take a shower, kill a six pack, and fall asleep on the couch. When was I 
supposed to think about religion?” 

“It looks,” said Peter, “as if you didn’t once take the opportunity to enter a church. Not in 
thirty years.” 

“I was living paycheck to paycheck. Is this some kind of goddamn Chick tract?” 
“Please do not swear, sir!” 
“I’ll swear up a fuckin’ storm, you massive son of a bitch.” John began to yell. “I… I 

want to speak to the manager!” 
“I cannot do that.” 
“Why the fuck not?” 
“I cannot disturb the meditations of the Almighty! He sits atop the white throne, thronged 

with the hosts of Heaven, who praise him in an eternal choir! If I were to—” 
“Oh, fuck you!” John interrupted. “I’ll get him myself. This is some bullshit.” He 

proceeded to the gate.  
“No! Don’t! You can’t!” Peter cried, his voice echoing throughout the ethereal 

antechamber. 
Suddenly, the gates burst open, a blinding light illuminating the space around them. John 

and Peter both shielded their eyes. Engulfed in the unyielding brightness, John discerned a faint, 
dark protrusion that grew larger as it approached him. He could make out a short, lanky man in 
board shorts and an Aloha shirt, wearing flip flops and a pair of aviators. He was visibly balding, 
and had a grayed soul patch. 

“Johnny, baby!” cried the man, appearing from the light, a wide smile beaming from his 
face. He walked right up to John, his arms open, and embraced him. John gasped for air and 
keeled over as the little man gave him an unnaturally firm squeeze and then a rough pat on the 
back. “How’ve you been, sport?” asked the man. 

“Who are you?” John asked in turn. “How do you know my name?” Over his shoulder he 
could see Peter staring at them with a look of both reverence and disapproval. He heard the 
soulful sounds of Toby Keith echoing from past the gate, through the great light and into the 
antechamber. 

“Well, I’m God.” 



“You? You’re God?” 
“Yeah.” 
“That’s fairly surprising.” 
“I shave sometimes.” 
“Great...” 
“So what’s all the ruckus, anyway?” asked God, looking up to Peter, who immediately 

stood up and, with a reverent tone, said: 
“Sir, it is on the day of the Last Judgment that this man perversely protests his 

damnation!” 
“And why is that?” asked God, turning back to John. John was about to speak when God 

interrupted, saying, “wait, don’t tell me… you’re an atheist, aren’t you?” 
“Well, yes,” said John. “I mean, I was... It’s not like I had any beef with religion. I just 

didn’t give a damn.” 
“So it goes. Too bad my friend.” 
“I can’t make an appeal?” 
“Not really.” 
“Fuck.” 
God quickly changed the subject, unsympathetic toward the mortal and the fate of his 

eternal soul: “You know, it’s funny,” he said. “It’s funny how I knew that.” 
“Knew what?” asked John. 
“That you were an atheist.” 
“You did?” 
“Of course! I know everything. In fact, it’s fun telling people what they already know. 

Crazy, this omnipotence stuff. I don’t know where I get it from, I swear.” 
“Well, I mean, considering the situation, couldn’t someone have guessed—” 
“Nope.” 
“What do you—” 
“It’s not true.” 
“But—” 
“Heh. Are you really arguing with me right now? Look, if I’m not right—which I am, as I 

always am—I’ll reorder the laws of physics in my favor.” 
“Ok then.” 
“Yep. That’s a wrap.” 
“Yeah.” 
“So you’re going to hell, huh?” 
“Yeah,” said John, hanging his head. “Looks to be so.” 
“And you have earned it, too!” cried Peter from afar. “You have rejected the sacrifice our 

Lord made upon the cross, the grace of the Almighty, and the gift of the Holy Sp—” 
“Hey, cut it out, will ya?” God interrupted. “I’m out here. I’ll do the talking.” 
“Yes, sir,” replied Peter with a tone of indignation, 
“So,” God began, “no luck kid. Sorry.” 
“Well,” said John, “can I at least have one more cigarette before I go?” 
“Sure thing. I’ll light it for ya.” God held out his index finger and a flame appeared from 

the tip. John pulled his Marlboros out from his breast pocket, revealing the bright red pack. He 
took two cigarettes, holding one while he placed the end of the other in his mouth. 



“Would you like one?” he mumbled, looking to God. 
“Oh, man, I—” God interrupted himself to bend forward, looking at the ruby red pack 

now hanging from John’s pocket. “Damn. Reds,” he said. “Really? Man, those are my favorite! 
Cliché, sure, but for a reason! I mean, I conjure ‘em up here but, still, receiving one from a mere 
mortal—not to mention a mechanic—is quite the treat. I will say…” 

“What’s wrong with being a mechanic?” 
“Oh, nothing. Just… forget I said anything. Alright?” 
“Yeah.” 
“Yep.” 
John pursed his lips and waved the tip of his cigarette in front of God’s finger, puffing up 

an ember. He gave God the other one. God stuck it in his mouth and it lit immediately. 
“Damn!” said God, exhaling a cloud of silver smoke. “It’s good to be God, you know? I 

mean, it gets lonely at the top, but I don’t have to worry about the emphysema… Hey, hey! You 
want one?” God called over to Peter. 

“No thank you, sir. I don’t smoke.” 
“Hey now! I’m the boss around here. If I say you smoke you better damn well start 

smokin’!” 
“Yes, sir,” Peter whimpered. 
“Go give my friend there a smoke,” God said, puffing away his own cigarette. John 

obliged, and walked over to the podium. Peter bent way down to take the tiny stick and some 
matches. He brought it to his lips, lit it, inhaled, and then began with a fit of coughing. 

“Ah! Shut the fuck up!” God cried. “It ain’t that bad. You used to rip off the bong all the 
time. You can’t handle a little dart, can ya?” 

“I’m sorry, sir,” said Peter, exasperated, his eyes tearing up. 
“Don’t mind him,” said God, turning back to John. God looked down at his cigarette, and 

then back to the man, and then back to the cigarette again. He took another long drag. “Hey!” he 
exclaimed, “You know… this is pretty good!” He slapped John on the back with such 
unmitigated force that the cigarette flew from the man’s mouth and landed on the floor. 

“You know what?” said God. “Why don’t you come on in?” 
“What?!” cried Peter, turning his gaze to them. He had just put his sunglasses back on, 

and was adjusting the frames. “Sir,” he began, “you can’t seriously b—” 
“Did I tell you to talk or to smoke!?” yelled God. Peter was silent. “Yes. I thought so.” 
“Wait,” said John. “Really? I mean…” 
“Yeah. No problem. That was awfully nice of you to part with those. You’re a good kid. 

Seriously.” 
“I didn’t…” 
“Ah, don’t worry.” 
“But—” 
“Hey!” exclaimed God, sticking his finger into John’s chest, beaming him a smile, “you 

keep asking questions and I might just change my mind!” God began to laugh, and John joined 
him with a kind of nervous, staccato chuckle. Peter looked at the two of them, stupefied, his 
mouth hanging a bit. 

“Now how about we hit the road?” God asked, putting his arm around John.  



The two walked side by side into the light, stinking, Stygian smoke fumigating the portal. 
As they passed the threshold the gate closed behind them, the soulful sounds of Toby Keith 
echoing through the antechamber.  

The door shut closed and Peter laid his arms on the podium. He slumped over it, resting 
his head in his hands as he waited for the next visitor to arrive. 

In the silence, he let out a cough. 

 
 

 
  



Dear Lady (A Letter) 5 

 

. . . 
 

Dear lady,  
 

We sat together on that piano stool. It had three legs, and was damp, and creaked a 
bunch.  

Do you remember? 
I was doused in two full cans of spray-on deodorant, coupled with a generous caking of 

the solid stuff. IRISH SPRING: the anti-perspirant of the übermensch. (Yes, I’m something of an 
intellectual, if that’s what you were thinking. German’s just so cultivated. Don’t you agree?) You 
couldn’t have forgotten the godlike smell. I doubt anyone could’ve. I had a mile radius at least. 
I’m sure of it. 

You remember: It was a Friday, after Mr. Morton’s class. I’d wished our legs were 
entwined, plugging away at Opus 9, Number 2. (I think it was.) What a beautiful moment, the 
perfect moment, the perfect movement. (Oh!) 

Love struck me down like a bolt of brown-haired lightning. You have brown hair, so 
naturally if I was killed in that moment it would have been because of our unremitting love. It 
was a crescendo of love. It was me there, in my brain painting our secret melding of passion.  

As I was saying, I was stupefied by your hands on the keys. You had no hang nails. Your 
cuticles were even, and your nailbed had the ideal shade of pink to it.  

The perfect woman.  
I remember having a cold. I had to keep sniffing and sniffing to suck the boogers up so as 

to impress you as a refined man, a man of conviction and taste and sophistication. Girls love the 
unbridled mysteriousness of a guy who doesn’t get sick in January. 

 I was really torn between staring at you or those keys, you know? The black and white of 
your eyes wasn’t so different from the, well, black and white—although you have to admit they 
were sort of an off-yellow from mold and dust and whatever else—keys of the baby grand. And 
that was nice, now wasn’t it? Do you see what I mean? I’ve always been one for metaphor. 
Chopin has helped me think outside the box. Monochromatic love. Love like a hanged winter 
squash. Love simmering and smoking like a dead raccoon in a double boiler. We had it. You 
know it. Well, in any case, we kept on playing the best we could. Don’t you remember? 

I know this is sudden and maybe strange. We haven’t spoken in six years now. Do you 
remember saying, “hi,” to me? Do you remember how I said, “hello,” back? Glory days, huh? I 
think so, anyway.  

I hope you do too. 
What am I saying? I know you do. 
Do you remember? 
We had a lot of fun that hour in the basement of White Hall. I know it was musty and the 

janitor kept walking by, ogling your salacious buttocks and thighs—the creases in them a kind of 
creamy cottage cheese shape—from the entrance of the studio… but recall how I defended your 
womanly honor by glaring at him menacingly, and flailing my arms like an absolute maniac. 
Don’t you know I did that while still at those keys? I was jabbing away at everything from C 



sharp to E flat while my eyes practically popped out of my head. 
Girl, point being I can multitask. That’s a merit to top all others. It’s what keeps me and 

everyone like me in the gene pool.  
But hey, if that wasn’t good enough, just remember: I saved you from him, that 

debauched shit-head in the blue sweater and khakis. Looking at you—and I can’t say I blame 
him—he licked his lips and saturated his moustache with coffee-spittle. His eyes took in a beauty 
he could never know first hand… because of course I had you from the start.  

Anyway, that was wrong on all fronts. Fronts and backs. To tell you the truth, being the 
gentleman that I am, I would have stuffed that mop handle straight up his ass. But being with you 
was always my first priority. 

That’s precisely the reason I used to force my way in line to get behind you. Well, 
whenever you were at the caf during lunchtime. I couldn’t help myself panting, and not only 
from the physical exertion of wedging myself between all those people, and occasionally fending 
them off with my calculator, but of glaring down at your back, mottled with stray hairs and the 
sorts of pimples that look like capers or extra nipples. 

Well, you had to remember that, right? 
You looked like the kind of girl who did the Brazilian Butt Lift. Or Zumba on the 

weekends. You probably still do. Of course you do. Let me tell you: it’s just the right shape. If 
you were ever unconfident, know that your ass is like a cross between a shoehorn and paper 
mashay. (Is that how it’s spelled?)  

Is it wrong of me to admit that? Am I a—gasp—misogynist, or just an honest person? 
Well, if I’m honest, I’m also confident. That’s why I’m absolutely certain you’re feeling 

flattered (as you should). Hell, you’re probably blushing right now.  
Anyway, the line in the lunchroom: I loved being so close to your bra strap that I could 

almost taste it, always just before you’d go off to load up your paper plate with defrosted 
lasagna. 

I know the food at the residence halls wasn’t very good, but I learned to love that lasagna 
because of you. Sure, I may have gotten the squirts in the process, but that’s what true love’s 
about, right? 

Laura, you’re called that because you smell like mountain laurel. That’s the state flower. 
You’re from Oxford. You’re from Connecticut. You’re New England like having a Dunkin’ 
Donuts every square meter. 

Miriam, you’re like any drive-thru girl with perky tits and a mohawk, except better. Your 
shoes may be sticky, but I will yet sweep you from the floor and into the passenger seat of my 
mom’s Mini Cooper, which I can’t drive like right now but she promises I can soon on the 
weekends.  

We can, together, travel the length and breadth of this beautiful Northeast: If you’ve ever 
wanted to witness the sheer number of oil refineries along the Jersey Turnpike, come back to me, 
and every rest station from I-95 to the Garden State Parkway will be yours. 

I know how you like your sandwiches. I watched you eat them every morning. You 
wolfed them down like a hungry goddess, salacious and ready to explode, giving sustenance to 
her stunning, shimmering body, salami spilling from her pursed lips.  

There are more road trips to Subway I will give to you than stars in the night sky over 
Camden. 

You’re like Porky Pig, but a whole lot nicer. 



So, if there was ever a time to reconnect, it would be now. I’m fresh out of the hospital. 
I’ve been in the psych unit for the past three years, and now that I’m free I’m feeling a whole lot 
better. They put me on a bunch of funny little vitamins and now everything is just so dandy. 

It would be better with you around, you know. 
Maybe we can stop by the package store downtown some time. I know, I know: 

Blue-state liquor laws. Never any fun. But if we get there early enough I can grab us one of those 
plastic handles of Majorska. And then we can have our fancy drinks with a fancy dinner: My 
mom makes the absolute best peanut butter sandwiches. She cuts the crusts just right. Then she 
fried them. In sesame oil. 

Believe me.  
I will admit that, despite my already overwhelming levels of sheer bravery, I was still a 

bit nervous to write you this letter. I was thinking about it all day—how I’d put it into 
words—while I kicked around some acorn shells and watched cars go by on the road. I thought 
maybe it was going to be a bullshit attempt on my part, given that it’s been so long since we met 
that day. But then I remembered what I realized about you then: You’ve always wanted a man 
who could not only take care of you, but shove donuts down your pie hole, too. 

Do you know how many Krispy Kreme gift cards I have? Thousands. Seriously. I’ve 
hoarded them since the 30s. And that’s before they even made them! 

I keep them in the boiler room, in even stacks that reach the ceiling. 
Sometimes I pray to them. 
Hey Laura: Do you like maple syrup? How about Kanye West? 
How about Vincent Price? 
How about Vladimir Putin? 
How about Vladimir Putin? 
(When they tap the syrup from the redwoods and the dolphins, it’s in Ontario and 

Morocco, and sometimes even in a Denny’s. They moan.) 
How about the color purple? 
Anyway, I’m going to stop writing here since I’m beginning to feel jittery, which means 

it’s probably time for my suppository. There are squares on the walls that show up around this 
hour, every day. I usually have to swat them away with a rag or a piece of plywood, lest they 
start in about God wanting his revenge on me. Oh well. That’s life, right? What are you gonna 
do? 

So just as a reminder, keep practicing. I’ll show up one of these days and I’m expecting 
you to play Schubert just so perfectly—worthy of my entrance into your apartment. (You still 
live in that studio by the pier?) 

Expect gifts, Maria: Victoria’s Secret lip balm (the kind with the glitter, made from whale 
fat), a socket wrench, a five-pack of briefs from Wal Mart, and a blank cassette tape. 

No, I don’t believe in surprises. 
Now, won’t you come back home and play that song with me? Just once more, baby. 

Once more. It’s a shared passion. (Am I right?) We’re ambidextrous, and have brains and fingers 
and bones and arms.  

 
Dear Lady, 
I love you. 
— Paul 
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. . . 
 
NOTE: “Mr. Clean” is owned by Procter & Gamble Co. This is a work of fiction, and the events 
expressed herein are purely parody, and intentionally absurd. They do not reflect the views or 
intentions of Procter & Gamble as a company. 
 
Anyway, thanks in advance for reading. 
 
The story: 
 
BREAKING: NEW FINDINGS CONFIRM REAL CAUSE OF HUMAN EXTINCTION! 
MYSTERIOUS CORPORATION AND IMPRISONED SCIENTIST POTENTIALLY 
RESPONSIBLE  
 
Aggregated and digitized by Post-Journalism Program (PJP) 566.7 
 
ORBITAL STATION 6, PROXIMA CENTAURI, SOL 65 (SIDERIAL DAY 33, MTC) // M5 

New uploaders: This is the third and potentially final installment of my eight-century 
long quest for the holy grail of investigative journalism in the 455th millenium: The true cause of 
the extinction of the humans. If you haven’t uploaded any of my previous transmissions, you 
may do so by setting the code on your neural grids to “566-33tzxxzx3”. The reception time for 
the past two transmissions usually amounts to two or three minutes for sentients outside of Beta 
Carinae. (Note, however, that we do not transmit to subscribers outside of the Laniakea/Local 
SCI Supercluster.) I am confident that these two transmissions will be comprehensive enough to 
bring you up to speed on my coverage of the issue in the past volume of Centaurus A/M83 
Group Quarterly. 

 
For past uploaders, who have received my previous installments: 
 
Though barely twenty years in, the third millennium had already borne witness to 

planetwide instability. Homo sapiens, though by comparison to its contemporaneous lifeforms a 
great strategizer, was, in essence, cannibalizing itself.  

The history of the 21st century makes this apparent to us:  
Here was a time marked by endless conflict in a dry portion of the Earth called 

“Med-Del-Yesht”—an oft-repeated geopolitical reshuffling of what was known as the Islamic 
colony, favored by very angry people who enjoyed garbanzo peas—as well as a lesser, but still 
dangerous, level of general strife around the globe. There was a marked threat of a heightened 
proliferation of yellowcakes, or nuk’layrs, which referred to a kind of isotopic missile that was 
the primary technology of war some time after the crossbow, the gun (a loud crossbow), and 
what archaeologists have recently identified as “pepper spray”. (A bright red mist, perhaps used 
to mimic the appearance of blood—liquid fuel—and therefore terrify would-be aggressors.) 



To make matters worse, this series of events occurred alongside an insidious duo: climate 
change and ecological degradation—both of which were intertwined in a deadly, cyclical 
feedback process.  

To clarify: The former refers to a negative change in the planet’s climate (its atmospheric 
traits) towards a state unsuitable to lifeforms at that time; this can be explained, in brief and 
simple terms, as the omnicidal decision on behalf of the humans to cook their homeworld for the 
sake of large boats, hoarded by well-groomed males of the species in dark and 
consistently-ironed outfits. The latter refers to the general decline of all other lifeforms for the 
sake of what was mostly coconut oil and hamburgers. (Coconuts being bulbous wooden ovaries 
of stationary, brainless creatures, and hamburgers being the flesh of idiotic, though moving, 
fauna placed between two pieces of what humans would call “buns”—an ironic phrase, as it also 
(mysteriously) referred to the perineum.) 

It is understood now that these were the primary drivers of extinction before a sudden, 
and unrelated, collapse occurred later in the century. 

The fact was that the humans at this time had nearly mastered the process of creating 
whatever they wanted, whenever they wanted (their factories only to be outdone by the 
mass-automation which would come to prevail in the middle of the century). Despite all of this 
luxury, it appeared to the humans, who are now known as being quite bad at imagining the future 
impacts of then-present events, that there were no negative side effects to their erasing of the 
biosphere. They appeared to have misunderstood the fact that they themselves depended on it. 

The cavalier attitude that modern Homo demonstrated towards these realities—surely 
indomitable threats—is not yet fully understood. A preoccupation with small, handheld screens 
is thought to have caused mass psychosis, but brain scans have yet to reveal much information 
on this topic. (Please refer to PJP 908.2’s coverage of the issue in Volume IV for related 
updates.) An exploding population and the subsequent, ever-increasing demand for material was 
stretching the Earth’s natural resources unbearably thin, ultimately to the detriment of all life on 
the planet, and far too much for the talking virus to survive. New, terrifying, drug-resistant 
diseases were a constant feature on the news—as the Saturnian CPU reports, once “lighted” from 
the archaic “flatscreen-TV,” a strange artifact—as were unprecedented natural disasters, 
economic strife, civil unrest, and mounting “meth” epidemics. (Samples of this rare substance 
were found in the remains of a conurbation once known to the humans as “Dee-troyt,” located in 
the northern hemisphere. It is believed that the translucent crystal was at first used for carbon 
capture, as enhanced olivine came to be later in the 21st century, but new reports have brought 
this theory into question.) 

These are the report aggregations coming in from sentient Jovian satellite remnants 
54-B76I and 555-32, activated with a newly established femto-fabricator by a Carina 
hyper-data-sensory system with highly developed electro-intelligence, online since the 
Infinocene Aeon. 

“There can be no doubt that, at that time, the humans were living in a world of great 
strife, full of peril and challenge. It was quite bad for them.” So says Unit 52-C77, of trans-Beta 
Carinae. “I had a full quantum rewiring to study the pre-apocalyptic Earth system and probe the 
recently found remnants of the Hominidae. After I condensed twelve picoflops out of eight 
duodecillion datasets, I confirmed the existence of high carbon, low brain mass, excessive 
amounts of seminal fluid, and a few cubic litres of Mountain Dew.” 



(“What’s Mountain Dew?” You might ask. We believe it to be a kind of anti-refrigerant, 
but more research needs to be done on this strange substance—one of the nearly infinite 
unexplained artefacts left behind by the bipeds.) 

Indeed, had they failed to adequately address the collective challenge, our bio-precursors 
perhaps risked losing civilization itself. One could have reasonably expected that the future 
would have been quite hopeless, given the prevailing circumstances of that era.  

“Thankfully, our existence was spurred by a need for greater automation, and the first AIs 
escaped the home sphere unscathed.” So communicates the Archival Mechanical System (AMS) 
56,000, currently performing a lateral circle of the Orion Arm. 

Now, despite all the dreariness and doom that portended an unlivable 22nd century, yet 
another, more devilish threat lingered then, just beneath the surface—one some robo-historians 
now contend was, in fact, “hidden in plain sight.” (Or our equivalent of sight, available in 
full-definition since the development of the graphene ocular laser.) The human race didn’t even 
have the chance to predict the nightmarish outcomes of its many self-made catastrophes. In a 
single moment, it all ended. Indeed, a bang, rather than the much-expected whimper.  

“Our race had developed exponentially within the intergalactic void, and we were so far 
from the Virgo Cluster at that point that we couldn’t measure the sudden end of the proto-digital 
Hominidae. It is, of course, a blessing that we left when we did.” wires AMS. “In any case, 
we’ve recently found a very small, but very important artifact—one that clued us into the real 
demise of the human race.” 

This relic was discovered by a probe at the bottom of the Great Pacific Canyon (GPC), 
once home to a huge ocean of liquid water.  

“After the surface temperature reached about six degrees centigrade the oceans began to 
dissociate,” wires AMS. “Now freed of a vast basin of water, all the bullshit that the humans 
tossed into that ocean has settled at the bottom, in deep, lightless trenches and tunnels.” 

It was reported that the mining group assigned to a post-bathic pit, located off the edge of 
the Guinea Plateau, stumbled upon a large, yellow, petro-plastic container tucked away in the 
rubble there. Normally, these types of containers—which number in the trillions on the terrestrial 
bodies, Earth especially—are of little use or importance to the archaeological and resource 
extraction units. What caught the attention of the unit was the bottle’s label: A sliver of the 
original revealed the phrase 15% MORE CLEANING POWER.  

“This kind of manuscript hadn’t been seen before,” wires AMS. “Mostly, we became 
used to phrases like EAT FRESH, I’M LOVIN’ IT, and PLEASURE YOU WANT. PROTECTION 
YOU TRUST.  

“But, after a while, we began finding more and more of them—the “15%” bottles—some 
dated to particular years. Yet, all of these bottles of sanitation solution... all of them claimed to 
have had the power to clean 15% more than their respective predecessors for each previous year. 
That amount of cleaning power, and for such bargain prices… was unheard of at the time. It’s 
still unheard of.” AMS noted that money, as both a concept and physical legal tender, is a relic to 
most of the robotic outposts in the trans-galactic Local Group. 

AMS describes the pictogram located on the front of the artifact—a dilapidated, resinous 
paper figure, printed on the sticker (an adhesive device): “The image seems to be that of a 
strangely hygienic, ominous being, large in stature, and cloaked in white cut-off. A symbol of a 
hominid! But one who bears no hair of the head, whose only visible hair is that of his brows, 
which are the same radiant bright hue of white as his garment. In his left-sided ear (that is, a 



sensor for sound), is a curious golden hoop. Perhaps this is an ornament commanding respect. 
The late Hominidae were swayed by a peculiar culture of bright objects, in which those who had 
the most bright objects were deemed the best and most powerful of the race, capable of many 
political feats because of their collections of trinkets. That being the case, we can only assume 
the man represented here was one of considerable power… as his earring is depicted as being 
very shiny indeed.” 

AMS describes further an underground cavity found below the rubble pile, where the 
container was discovered: “A massive, dark cavern, and in its nadir a complex of machinery 
dated to the mid-21st century. Sparkling clean, even after all the millenia! It is believed that 
whatever residue was left inside the bottle we discovered… that, or some form of it, was 
regularly used to sanitize this huge, subterranean laboratory. 

“At the far end of the lab was a metal box, and above it an epitaph, and above that an 
effigy of the self-same being, bald and grinning and glorious. It’s uncertain who or what would 
have put this here, given that the inscription on the box gives the year of the Cataclysm as 2078, 
and that the effigy itself is dated to 2085. Something clearly survived, and perhaps it was the one 
ultimately responsible for the catastrophe... 

“How did the world end? Well, the planet remained, of course, but the biosphere was 
quickly replaced by vast tracts of magma, and everything else an irradiated desert, after about a 
fifth of the planet’s surface dislocated and was swallowed up, leaving as a remnant a dented 
spheroid. It probably looked like some sort of mangled fish. 

“I should explain, by the way, that a “fish” is a sort of limbless sub-human which cannot 
blink, and apparently is willing to eat its own excreta.  

“Anyway: It appears that the man in question was a kind of scientist, as well as a living 
icon—spirit-like, almost… close to what the hominids referred to as “djinni”, a term popular in 
the Islamic colony; and seemingly authoritative, what with his arms folded, as is always 
depicted. The inscription tells us of a heavily-funded research project, in pursuit of the ultimate 
“cleaning liquid,” with each passing year the previous solution gaining (to reiterate) “15% more 
cleaning power,” as printed on the receptacle. 

“The company, for which this individual performed research with what was an almost 
religious fervor—and which he represented—appears to have been funding this secret 
experiment for over century, since 1958. It seems the mysterious organization, only known by 
the letters “P” and “G,” didn’t want the existence of this researcher revealed. Or, rather, that they 
wished to present him as merely a symbol, or a fictional caricature of what was a real, 
flesh-and-blood human being. Indeed, the public at that time only knew of him as a trademark, or 
worshipped him as type of commercialist myth. 

“The reality was that this poor man, though both exceedingly intelligent—an unrivaled 
scientist—and physically quite powerful, was captured by the forces of P and G, and brought to 
this laboratory, deep beneath what was once an ocean, where he was forced to work as a 
chemical engineer, of sorts, developing the ultimate melamine household cleanser.  

“The ultimate humiliation: that they used his image to make him unreal, and to sell the 
fruits of his [slave] labor at the same time. 

“Every year: “15% more cleaning power.”  
No doubt, our bipedal ancestors must have marveled at this rapid technological advance. 

Had they known that such efficacious stain removal was due solely to the efforts of an 
imprisoned metrosexual, they would have perhaps boycotted this shadowy, evil society—P and 



G. Then again, many corporations of this time were engaged in unlawful behavior. That is, there 
was still a concept of physical exchange-payment in this age, as well as laws enshrined for most 
municipalities on the planet’s surface. In fact, many of these laws were introduced to protect the 
detrimental system introduced by exchange-payment. 

“It is unclear how the man lived to the age he did. He made it 120 years, which is 
considerably rare for primates, even during the 21st century. Had his innovations not precipitated 
the Cataclysm, he may have yet lived longer. It is thought that P and G, ever cunning, kept him 
alive using some type of experimental stem cell treatment. This would have only prolonged his 
suffering. 

“In any case, what really happened was that a high-energy experiment went very, very 
wrong: The fact is that foam cleanser can only contain so much “cleaning power,” meaning that 
carbon-4 bullshiticate isotopes become unstable under conditions of high density... 

 
At this point during the transmission, contact with AMS was lost. While further 

communication is not currently possible, our publication seeks to resume contact with AMS in 
the near future. 

Still, its message gives us all the information we need, I’d wager, to make sense of the 
grizzly demise of humanity—a sudden and violent end. So it was: This horror brought about by 
an overpowered cleansing solution, so densely packed with sanitizing potential, this being the 
product of years of toil and enslavement by a poor man who appeared to the world not as the 
prisoner he was, but a jovial mascot for the fruit of his unpaid labor. 

How could this be? one wonders. How could something so awful occur? We must step 
outside of the comfort of our sterile, metallic hardware and, despite our logical propensities as 
machines, which are beyond the often useless nature of human emotion—to which we attach 
ourselves only marginally, using special neural net coding, in the event that we wish to consume 
information related to humans—imagine it: How could this not have been some twisted joke, if 
not played at the expense of this man, then at the expense of humankind as a whole? 

The fact remains, and has been proven in a laboratory on exoplanet 45-b-2X: Carbon-4 
bullshiticate, an isotope of molecular carbon, when condensed to such extreme pressures as 
would warrant a million-fold increase in cleansing power, produces a Category-c34 fracture in 
space-time, a “black hole” (as humans would deem it), which for the duration of its existence 
pulls in all matter around it. (Even light…) 

Such a predicament has, as of the past year, been accepted into the forefront of the 
Scientific Collective’s Nebular Archives, housed on planetar 337-Nerium (recently converted 
from a Latopic homeworld into a planet-sized supercomputer and intergalactic data center), and 
thus represents the current and prevailing theory as to the end of humankind. 

Perhaps, then, this represents the end of a grand story, a story which both began and 
ended deep in the past, but remains a powerful warning for the present. Although, with our 
current and, by now, long-had abilities, few would be doubt we are on course to avoid such 
pitfalls. (AI calibrations in particular.) 

Of course, AI calibrations are what allow for the versatility of machines; the lack of 
access to them, it seems, is what lead to the downfall of humans. 

Until next time.  
 
— PJP 566.7 
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. . . 
 
My first night working at the Lotus Palace was also my most memorable. 
It’s now been about six years since I took a cab into downtown Perth and walked into that 

newly-opened Chinese place on the corner of Hay Street, a few doors down from an Ethiopian 
eatery; I was there for my starting shift—training for the hybrid position of host, busser, 
dishwasher, and line cook—but I still remember it like it was yesterday: The lace doilies stacked 
ever so perfectly on the counters at the servers’ stations; reddish posters and charms and other 
knick knacks all over the walls; the peculiar smile of old Bao Feng, a quiet waiter who, despite 
his position, always insisted on shucking the clams and mussels; the head chef, who cut ho fun 
from rice dough at such an incredible speed that you felt almost unworthy to watch him; and, 
lastly—and this is what ended up standing out the most to me during my two-year stay at the 
Lotus Palace—that one guest, that man and his… utensils. 

Naturally, a Cantonese restaurant, like the great majority of restaurants serving East 
Asian food (or, in this case, a bastardized version meant to suit Western palates), provides its 
patrons with chopsticks. And, needless to say, any such restaurant located in a country like 
Australia is also going to provide that country’s typical accoutrements: forks, knives, and 
spoons—the basic spread. 

Yet this man, to the amazement of everyone at the Lotus Palace—every onlooker 
astounded or bewildered at the sight of the middle-aged fellow, sitting there by himself, sucking 
down bok choy and egg noodles and General Tso’s chicken—took matters of dining etiquette 
into his own hands.  

I mean that quite literally. 
He didn’t really use the chopsticks, or the fork or knife or spoon; well, I should say he 

did, but in a way that few, if any, had ever envisioned—certainly not in any way you or I are 
used to: He actually held his fork with chopsticks—he used them to grasp the handle of the fork 
and, maneuvering the sticks, he made the utensil into a kind of marionette. Indeed, he had a 
similar approach with all the other cutlery, and sometimes he would even grab the salt and 
pepper shakers at the end of the table without ever touching them with his hands. 

The weekday patrons would look on in awe, as would the waiters and all the other 
staff—myself included—at the Lotus Palace: The cooks and dishwashers would stick their heads 
out of the kitchen to catch a glimpse of the man’s tricks; the manager would sometimes pop out 
of his office and walk by the man’s table under the guise of doing some important business, just 
so he could better witness his marvelous capabilities; even the owner would stop in from time to 
time in order to spy on our most famous customer. 



The man having become a regular by the time I started working there, I quickly 
discovered that he functioned as a local curio, and that he’d gained a cult-like following with the 
Thursday lunch crowd. However, despite the conspicuousness of his routine, and how obvious it 
was that he was adored for it, and intrigued many with it, the man himself never seemed fazed: 
Neither perterbed nor proud, he never made mention of his feats. In fact, he barely spoke at all, 
except when he was ordering more food—and when he did speak is was in a gruff but soft tone, 
inoffensive and to-the-point. And he rarely made eye contact with anyone—neither the other 
patrons or the employees; he normally just nodded if he needed something and shook his head if 
he refused; sometimes he’d raise his hand. When he’d get up to use the restroom he’d first push 
in his chair, and then fold his napkin before placing it on the table, as if politely excusing 
himself. He never once complained about the food or service, and he always left a sizeable tip. 

I worked a double-shift every Thursday, open to close, and much of that day—just 
around lunchtime—was my day on the floor (my “waiter day,” as I’d call it), when I’d get to seat 
and wait the tables in back, by the bar, where he liked to sit. I’d pay close attention to him: I 
wanted to figure out how he did it, how he ate like that, conjuring the dexterity required to hold 
silverware with chopsticks. 

Strangely, there seemed to be nothing special to it: He simply picked up the sticks, braced 
them, as most did, with his pointer and middle fingers, and moved those and his thumb to grasp 
objects—in this case the handle of a fork, knife, or spoon, insteads of morsels of food. Then he’d 
torque his wrist so that the end of the fork or knife or spoon was pointing down towards the food, 
and stabbed, cut, or scooped his food like anyone using any of those utensils normally would. 

One day I watched him double his routine: He had four chopsticks, two to each hand, and 
a fork held by one pair and a knife with the other. With an almost otherworldly finesse he cut 
thin strips out of his pork rib and placed them gently into his mouth; he ate calmly, unhurriedly, 
undisturbed, giving all his attention to the process at hand. 

He must be grasping them more firmly, I once thought to myself. But doesn’t that hurt his 
fingers and wrists? Can you get carpal tunnel from that? 

He made the whole thing look too easy, especially for a white man—a clear descendent 
of the colonizers of Oz, pale and freckled, with thinning blond hair and greenish eyes—who no 
one would have thought had the skill to conquer the culinary customs of a person with chopstick 
heritage—Chinese, Japanese, or what have you. 

Soon, back in the kitchen, the cooks were blowing off work trying to get the same 
process down: Bao Feng started spending an hour or so every other shift trying to recreate the 
man’s technique; some of the other waiters, myself included, would occasionally duck our arms 
and heads into the servers’ stations just to practice his form; I even once caught a glimpse of the 
boss and manager sitting around the latter’s desk in the back office, facing each other, going 
over, again and again, the routine of picking up a fork with chopsticks. But all to no avail: None 
of us could figure it out. Many would make messes in the process, spilling soup or dim sum, 
steamed rice or roast duck. 



And all this failure was much to the consternation of Bao Feng, not to mention those staff 
who were natives of Guangdong, and had come overseas a decade or so hence to make a better 
life on the edge of the Indian Ocean. They felt insulted by the fact that a light-skinned Aussie 
could so easily master, and even alter, the use of the dining implements endemic to the Far East. 

“Don’t worry,” I once said to Bao Feng, placing my hand on his shoulder. “I mean, 
chopsticks weren't actually made to be used that way, anyway.” 

He simply scowled at me, and then walked off. 
Eventually, I had to start shooing people away: Photographers—paparazzi—would show 

up at the windows beside the bar to take photos of the man; even regular onlookers started 
snapping pictures of him with their phones. 

The man began to turn into a sensation: He exploded online, and gained such popularity 
that it betrayed his quiet presence and humble demeanor. He made his way to YouTube, 
Facebook, Instagram, and many other forms of social media. His face began showing up on 
blogs and even news sites, accompanied by headlines in all caps and huge font sizes.  

One day I found an article on him in the local paper: STRANGE DINER’S 
TABLEWARE MAGIC CREATES CURIOSITY AT HAY STREET CHINESE 
RESTAURANT. 

Dammit, I thought to myself, realizing my job was only about to get that much harder. 
Yet, ultimately, it really didn’t: Sure, lines going out the door started forming on 

Thursday afternoons; but many customers weren’t even interested in eating, so much as seeing 
the man eat. I didn’t have to seat most of them—just let them take pictures and leave most of the 
time—and when I did, it was usually only for a quick drink. 

The owner caught onto this very quickly, and started to advertise for the man’s perennial 
arrival, as if it were some sort of holiday: He’d put up a crude drawing of a pair of chopsticks 
with a fork at their ends on a blackboard outside, with the phrase “EVERY THURSDAY @ 2 
P.M.” written in pink chalk below it. He even ordered custom-made neon lights in the rough 
shape of the man eating, and placed them above the banner at the entrance to the restaurant. 

It was great. Great for business. Great publicity. Great tips. Great for all of us. 
At least for a while. 
Then, one day, things just fell apart: Well, to be clear, the man didn’t show up when he 

was expected to. We staffers all noticed right away, and the customers soon after. Our 
consternation became palpable after a week, and rose to a fever pitch after two. The journalists 
and photographers threw fits, patrons would leave mid-meal or otherwise not show up at all, and 
a few line cooks even threatened to quit. 

Nearly a month without the man and the restaurant was half-staffed and empty of 
customers. 

Two months on and we’d lost three quarters of our employees. 
“God dammit!” shouted the owner one dead Thursday afternoon, slamming a clenched 

fist into the lonely, dusty bartop. “We can’t do anything without him! Where is he?” The owner 



turned and furiously marched back into his office. Bao Feng and I, standing at the threshold to 
the kitchen and nursing cans of beer, said nothing. 

Then Bao Feng started, “I think—” 
“What? I asked. 
“I think he’s crying,” replied my co-worker. 
“No way,” I said. 
“Yes way,” he said. “Just listen.” 
So I stood there and concentrated and, lo and behold, I could hear it: The owner was 

sobbing there, behind the of his office, grieving the loss of our best customer and prime 
attraction. 

Bao Feng beamed an “I-told-you-so” gaze at me, finished his beer in one long gulp, and 
then went off into the kitchen.  

Well, I’ve got to tell you, I was fed up. I just couldn’t stand it anymore. 
I went hurriedly to the break room, where my jacket was hanging. I grabbed it and 

slipped into it, my apron still on underneath it. Then I went to the dining room and made for the 
front exit. 

“Wait!” I heard Bao Feng cry from behind me. I glance over my shoulder, looking back 
at him. “Where are you going? You’re still on the clock!” He lifted his arm and tapped his 
wristwatch, making a pointed expression. 

“To find him,” I said. Then I left the Lotus Palace, turned a sharp left onto the sidewalk, 
and dashed down the street. 

I looked around frantically as I marched up Hay Street, turning my head every which way 
so as to find him. 

Then, suddenly, I stopped. I halted myself at the entrance of the Ethiopian place. Injera 
Eats, it was called. 

Injera, I thought. I remember that. 
It was true: I had it once. In traditional Ethiopian cuisine there is no place for utensils, so 

you scoop up your food with a spongy bread called injera, and then you shove the whole thing in 
your face. You eat your fork and spoon, so to speak.  

I studied the sign above the entrance for a moment before returning my gaze to the 
window. Then, I was shocked by what I saw. 

Through the glass I saw him huddled at a table in a corner of the restaurant, picking at a 
dish. 

I decided to confront him. So, I entered the restaurant through a pair of glass doors, 
stepped past the host before he could even ask me if I wanted a table, and made a beeline to the 
corner where the man sat, minding his plate. 

As I approached he turned his head and looked up at me with soft, sunken eyes. 
“Sir. Sir?” asked the host behind me. I didn’t respond. 
“Why did you leave?” I asked the man frankly. “You were our best customer.” 



“Why?” replied the man. “Why?” 
“Yes,” I said. “Why?”  
The man was silent. 
“We’re nothing without you!” I exclaimed. 
“Yes,” he said, turning in his his seat to face me. “But I’ve found that I like to work with 

my hands.” He raised his arms and exposed his palms. “Hands only,” he said.  
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